Networking Resource Centre, School of Chemistry, University of Hyderabad is organizing a Winter School on ‘Computational Chemistry’ during 8–24 December 2015. Interested M.Phil., Ph.D. (preferably Senior Research Fellows) students, post-doctoral fellows and faculty may apply for this programme. Approximately 35 (thirty five) candidates will be selected. Selection will be made on the basis of completed applications (see the website noted below for the application form) received on or before 15 October 2015 (by post or e-mail). The applications received after this date will not be considered. Those who have been accepted to participate/participated in similar workshops on computational chemistry and related topics, conducted by the Centre in the last 4 years, will not be considered for selection. Pro-rata maintenance allowance and travel as per eligibility (sleeper class train fare for students and 2-Tier AC train fare for faculty members) will be provided to the participants. Candidates from the North East region will be paid air fare (economy class by Air India) for the travel between their nearest airport and Kolkata (only for this segment) and train fare between Kolkata and Hyderabad.

The Coordinator, UGC Networking Resource Centre, School of Chemistry, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad 500 046; e-mail: nwsc@uohyd.ernet.in, ugcnrcsc@gmail.com.
Website address: http://chemistry.uohyd.ac.in/~nwc/

Shivaji University, Kolhapur

Walk-In-Interview

Walk-in-Interview for the following posts under the project entitled, ‘Development of rust resistance and low trypsin inhibitor lines of soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) through mutation’ financed by University Grants Commission, New Delhi to Dr N. B. Gaikwad, Department of Botany, Shivaji University, Kolhapur.

Post: Project Fellow (1)

Fellowship: Rs 16,000 p.m. for (Gate/NET/GAPT) OR 14,000 p.m. for (Non-Gate/Non-NET)

Duration: Up to 30 June 2018

Qualifications: Project Fellow: M.Sc. Botany with minimum 55% marks

Date and time: 21 September 2015 at 11.30 a.m.

Place: Department of Botany, Shivaji University, Kolhapur.

Interested candidates should appear for the interview along with three copies of application on plain paper with bio-data and original certificates. No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates appearing for the interview.

Place: Kolhapur
Date: 5 September 2015

Dr V. N. Shinde
I/C Registrar